
 

EME NEWS 21st September 2014 

Good morning to all the listeners, EME and VHF/UHF enthusiasts - this report 

is from the microphone of ZS6OB in Wingate park in Pretoria 

 

Moon conditions during the past week have been challenging with fairly high sky temperatures and  

the increasing distance to the moon. 

 

High Sky temperature occur when the moon travel through sections of the Sky where there is noise caused by 

terrestrial constellations and stars. 

 

Sky temperature today is quite low at 204 degrees K however the distance is close to maximum at 406,600 km from 

earth. 

Degradation is favourable at -2.6 dB – it should be possible to communicate with the larger stations – smaller 

stations will be challenging to impossible 

 

Moonset today will be at 13:40 UTC 

Declination is at 9 degrees north of the equator - The moon position will continue moving further south of the 

equator during the next week 

 

Expedition news 

 

I have spoken to John ZS6JON during the week and he reports that the work on the antennas and the entire 

infrastructure for their planned EME expedition to Zimbabwe is progressing fine – we wish him and the Z21EME 

team well and will be looking forward to contact them via the moon as well as on tropo. 

 

The expedition to Cyprus 5B/PE1L has closed down on the 15th September 

Rene, Chris and Johan had been very active and the have completed QSO’s with 299 stations on 144 MHz 

And 27 on 1296 MHz 

 

 

Local VHF/UHF news  

 
Willem ZS6WAB spent Friday night and early Saturday morning on the Ysterberg in KG45PU 

Willem completed a good number of QSO’s on 144, 432 and 1296 MHz and his longest distances of just 

 short of 500 km. 

 

Dick ZS6BUN and his YL Lana spent the weekend at the Mountain Inn hotel north of Polekwane 

Dick kindly took his VHF radio and some 144, 432 and 1296 MHz antennas along and created 

quite a lot of interest and activity was great. It was good to see so many VHF/UHF stations taking part 

Dick’s longest distance of 544 km SSB was from KG47XA Louis Trichardt to Vereeniging on 144 MHz with Jaco ZS6PX 

in KG33XI. Well done guys. 

 

A special word of thanks to Willem and Dick for their efforts and time they put aside to make this exciting 

weekend possible. 

 

The SSB 144 MHz group is still very active on 144.300 MHz every Saturday and Sunday morning 

  
 You are invited to a VHF day and the venue at the West Rand Amateur Radio Club is booked for 1st November. The 
get together will be a run-up to the SARL VHF/ UHF contest on 15& 16 November. The meeting will be informal with a 
“ bring and braai”.  More information will be available soon when invitations will be sent out to the Clubs and News 
bulletins. 
 
Anyone interested in VHF/UHF activities is welcome to attend 
 



We had no news from Carl ZS6CBQ he experienced a power failure 

 

SIX Meter news: 

There have been some TEP activity - Paul ZS6NK has reported that local beacons have been heard in Europe and vice 

versa - there have been some local activity.  

 

 

14
th

 September 2014 

 
17:25 ZS6AYE SV1SIX/b  beacon 
17:40 F5MYK/mm heard ZS6AYE 

16th September 2014 

 
Stations active ZS6A,ZS6AF,ZS6AI,ZS6AYE,ZS6BTE, ZS6NK,ZS6TQ and ZS4TX/6 
DXCC worked I,YO,9A,YU,LZ,4X,CT,SV,5B4,EA and F. 
Beacons SV1, 5B4, 4X,I0JX 
 
 

Point your 6 meter antennas north and you may just be surprised  

 

If you have any news of interest please send me an e mail with your news and the details 

This bulletin covers VHF/UHF news from all over ZS and is not limited to activity from the ZS6  

area only. 

 

Wish you all a great week see you on the moon  

 

de ZS6OB e mail:  pienaarja@gmail.com - 082 4477 823 

skype: pienaar.jan 

 

Log onto these loggers for more information 

SIX Meters 

www.on4kst.com/chat/start.php 

 

For EME -144, 432 MHz and 1296 MHz 

 

http://hb9q.ch/version2/index.php/loggedin-loggers 

http://jt65.73.ru/ 

http://www.chris.org/cgi-bin/jt65emeA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


